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INTRODUCTION

Community engagement is critical in working with under-resourced communities in program development, evaluation and research,1 and becomes even more essential in times of crisis, such as COVID-19. The authors of this perspective have collaborated for more than 15 years in community-partnered participatory research (CPPR)2-5 focusing on health equity, even in times of disasters.6,7 Recent inquiries from our community partners about how CPPR may be applied in partnered program evaluation of COVID-19 actions led to a review of lessons learned in applying CPPR to Community Partners in Care (CPIC).8 This perspective offers thoughts from a lead community partner as well as academic and community partner reflections.

Community Partners in Care (CPIC) was a group-level randomized trial of two interventions using CPPR to implement community-wide collaborative care for depression.7 Two intervention models were assessed: a) multi-sector coalitions and b) technical assistance for individual programs. The study included 95 agencies in Los Angeles; findings reported improved outcomes for depressed clients when the multi-sector coalition was used compared with the technical assistance model, at 6-12 months and 3- and 4-year follow-up.8-11 These findings were cited in a Cochrane Collaborative Review as a rigorous study of the added value of coalitions in addressing health disparities.12 Because of their work in CPIC, more than 100 Los Angeles-area community and academic partners won the 2014 Team Science Award from the Association of Clinical and Translational Science.

Recent inquiries from our community partners about how CPPR may be applied in partnered program evaluation of COVID-19 actions led to a review of lessons learned in applying CPPR to Community Partners in Care (CPIC).8
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LESSONS TO APPLY TO COVID-19 SOLUTIONS

In March 2015, after receiving the Team Science Award, the academic lead (Wells) and Loretta Jones, the community lead, discussed lessons learned for the future of team science under CPPR. Dr. Jones passed away in November 2018 but her comments from this discussion remain important to today’s work in CPPR as it can be applied COVID-19 solutions. Here, we share her remarks with interpretation from community and academic partners in CPPR and CPIC and illustrate how lessons of CPPR can be applied to partnered team science research today. In her reflections during the March 2015 discussion, Dr. Jones answered two questions: What have we learned from CPIC and what are lessons for Team Science? Her responses are summarized below.

Trust

Dr. Jones emphasized developing trust through “authentic partnership,” which may differ from usual partnerships. Co-equal leadership respects expertise of community and academic partners and considers different perspectives and implications for projects and outcomes. She emphasized how working through disagreements respectfully is a cornerstone of trust.

Culture

Dr. Jones noted the importance of attending to current a) community issues, such as discrimination or gentrification; and b) cultural history, such as racism in research. She emphasized talking through issues even if uncomfortable, including when academic members seem insensitive to community perspectives. She commented that this requires open discussion: “Stop what you are doing and listen or people may walk away.” It is important to know that people want and deserve their issues to be acknowledged, for “trust to be at the top of the table.” It is important to respect differences and “agree to disagree.”

Defining Partnerships

Dr. Jones highlighted, “knowing that all voices matter.” This means “learning how to meet people, make introductions – understand expectations, what you can do to meet them, and following through.” It means knowing “who the community is as defined by the community,” and asking “who is not at the table?” This is followed by engaging members to keep partners informed and present. In addition, an authentic partnership means maintaining a “resilient environment” and understanding that “people may have struggled to maintain ownership and dignity,” which the partnership should honor and promote.

Words

Dr. Jones emphasized the importance of communities partnering with methodologists, to “define questions” and ensure that all team members “understand analysis structure and approaches.” Such two-way interactions can result in obtaining, analyzing and interpreting data that reflect community perspectives, enhancing use of data to inform policies that align with community priorities.

Results

“What’s happened to people?” Dr. Jones emphasized, “What are the ‘victory stories’ or impacts at all levels? What were the challenges faced, and how were they overcome?” It is important to determine who was instrumental to victory, and to whom attribution should be given. Answering such questions helps explain impacts, gives examples to encourage others, and ensures partner recognition.

Challenges

Dr. Jones noted challenges, including members’ comfort with issues, institutions, or approaches, and the need to ensure meaningful sharing of opportunities. Within and across partners, there may be different “agendas.” Funding is a major issue to support community participation; community should participate in fund-seeking/financial planning and allocation. All financial steps should be transparent. Challenges in outreach to communities, including ethics and histories of interactions, require trust-building through ongoing engagement, such as the engagement of African American churches to advance
health promotion interventions for mental health issues and more.\textsuperscript{13,14}

**Equality and Equity**

Dr. Jones emphasized equality and equity (ensuring that resources are distributed equally and appropriately for level of need). It is important to ask, “Who is it for?” keeping community and academic benefit in mind, requiring training and commitment to two-way knowledge exchange, to achieve a “win-win” for all participants.

**Difficulties**

Dr. Jones noted a primary “difficulty” is developing and maintaining trust, given histories of mistrust. She noted the importance of asking, “Who is with us? Are we together?” To prompt redirection, leaders should ask themselves, “Are we talking smack?” or “Are we not listening to the community?”

**Infrastructure**

Dr. Jones highlighted the importance of “transforming environments” to facilitate interaction and engagement that enhances community capacity and improvements, by asking “What does it lead to?” This involves monitoring impact for equity and equality in priorities, approach, and resources, to develop community capacity.

**Education**

Dr. Jones emphasized education, including workbooks for consistency in approach, exercises that make engagement a “living trust” and having partnered teaching for community and academic leaders. She emphasized “readiness,” or ongoing partnerships in place so that communities can respond to emerging needs or crises, in trusted partnership. Dr. Jones re-iterated the “importance to community of science, and breadth of science” to benefit communities and science. “That,” she noted, “is partnered team science.”

**Implications**

In considering Dr. Jones’ lessons learned from CPIC in context of COVID-19, we note several recommendations and limitations. First, many communities may not have a history of partnership with academics under a two-way knowledge exchange to facilitate immediate, authentic partnerships. Others may have this in place but must attend to current context (remote interaction, system and community needs and capacities). It may be helpful to acknowledge histories and common goals, even by remote communication, to share priorities and models, expecting further input and modification in follow-up.

Across communities, issues, such as social isolation/distancing, economic challenges, and health care strains may offer opportunities for shared learning (eg, mental and emotional health check-ins, protected Internet time for partners in digital deserts, coordinated shopping activities and more). The academic partner needs to recognize that the privilege of social distancing often does not extend to community partners who live in under-resourced communities as well as the potential mental health impact of social isolation,\textsuperscript{15} especially for those without cars and with limited social networks. This may be exemplified by the need to approach communication carefully and respectfully, using some of the approaches needed when multiple generations live in one home where consistent private conversations with full attention are affected.

In times of crisis, it is critical to first establish potential shared goals, discuss modifications to research protocols and attention to community priorities in content, communication and design.
fact, Dr. Jones, the lead community partner providing these comments, was particularly concerned about the impact of public health disaster events on under-resourced communities, in prioritizing and designing partnered research. Her prescient vision provides important lessons that may be even more relevant in the time of COVID-19 where there may be the sense of pressure to act unilaterally. If we are to advance science from effective mental health strategies during isolation to vaccine development, antibody testing and more, the use of CPPR principles is critical to ensure the advances from science accrue equally to all communities.
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